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Kaltura – How to Edit Captions 
This document will take you through the steps on how to edit your media captions in the 
Kaltura Application Framework (Canvas).  

After adding your file to Kaltura, captions will be generated automatically using mechanical 
captioning. 
The auto generated captioning will be complete within 24 hours or less of upload. When 
captioning is complete, preview your video with closed captioning ON to determine caption 
accuracy. 

Follow the procedures below if editing is necessary. 

• From your Canvas course, visit the My Media link from the course navigation column 
• Select a media by clicking on the title of the media 

 

• Navigate to the Actions drop-down menu and select + Captions & Enrich 

 

• Click Edit (pencil icon) 

 
• The REACH caption editing tool will open  
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Getting to know the Closed Captions Editor Interface 
1. To begin editing, select the caption block that contains the text to edit. 
2. You can preview the selected caption block in the player. You may also mute the audio 

within the player, or skip to different parts of the video. 
3. Use the player controls to play, pause, and rewind or forward the clip by 5 seconds. 
4. Make your edits in the editing box.  
5. Click Revert to undo your recent changes 
6. Click Save to save your edits. When you click Save, a window will appear on the screen 

asking, “Are you sure you want to save?” Select Yes or No 

 

For a video tutorial visit How to Edit Captions – Kaltura REACH 
 

Closed-captioning – Not just for the hearing impaired 

Myth: Only students with a hearing impairment use or benefit from closed captioning.  
Reality: Hearing impairment is just one of several reasons your students might use closed captioning. 
Other reasons include:  
 

• Environment: Students enable closed captioning when watching a video in an environment that 
is either too noisy to hear the audio, or if the audio would be disruptive to others. For example, 

https://mediaspace.fgcu.edu/media/How+to+Edit+Captions+-+Kaltura+REACH/1_l7j4zn0e/62976631
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a bus with teammates, a waiting room, a shared room in their home or dorm, a hallway or 
common area on campus, and a library.  

• Poor Sound Quality: Students enable closed captioning when audio or audio quality is 
compromised. For example, a poor wireless connection, loss of sound, or speakers on a mobile 
or desktop device.  

• Comprehension: Students enable closed captioning to compare to their notes, check Spelling, 
and help them focus on the lecture for a better understanding of the material especially in 
courses where details matter.  

• Language: ESL Students enable closed captioning for a better understanding of spoken English, 
to review material that is not clearly understood or to help translate complex terms. 


